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GLOBALS OF UNARY ALGEBRAS 
ALES DRAPAL, Praha 
(Received June 7, 1983) 
The global P(X,f) of a universal algebra (X, F) is the family of all subsets of Z 
with operations given by 
/ ( Z i , . . . , Z , ) = { / (x„ . . . , x , ) ; X,EX,} 
whenever/is an w-ary operation in F and X^, ...,X„ are subsets of X. 
We extend this definition to partial algebras as well. Unlike some other authors 
we do not exclude the void subset from the definition. (The difference is only formal, 
but useful when dealing with partial algebras.) 
A class К of (partial) algebras is said to be globally determined, if any two members 
of iC having isomorphic globals are themselves isomorphic. 
E.g., some classes of finite semigroups have been shown to be globally determined 
(see [2], [3], [5 — 9], [11 — 14]); the problem concerning the class of all finite semi­
groups seems to be open, though. 
In this paper we will show that all finite (partial) monounary algebras (i.e. unary 
algebras with only one operation) constitute a globally determined class. The proof 
is constructive, and could be used as a basis for an algorithm deciding if a finite 
(partial) monounary algebra is the global of any (partial) monounary algebra and 
determining that algebra up to isomorphism. 
On the other hand, an example of two non-isomorphic infinite monounary algebras 
is given. 
Since we shall deal only with monounary algebras, the prefix mono- will be almost 
always omitted. 
A monounary algebra ( X , / ) is called connected if for each pair x, у eX there 
are natural numbers m, n with/"(x) = /""(y). Each unary algebra is a disjoint union 
of its maximal connected subalgebras — its components. Tf {X,f) and (Y, g) are 
unary algebras and jX^; iel}, [Yj-;] e J} are the sets of all components of ( X , / ) 
and (y, g), then ( X , / ) is isomorphic to (У, g) if and only if there is a bijection h:I -> J 
such that Xf (as a subalgebra of (X, / ) ) is isomorphic to F/,(Q (as a subalgebra of (7, g)). 
An element x e X is a cyclic point of ( X , / ) if /"(x) = x for some n > 0; denote 
r(x) = min {/г > 0; /"(x) = x}. For a non-cyclic point x, r(x) is not defined. If 
( X , / ) is a finite non-empty unary algebra, then for each component С of ( X , / ) 
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there is a cyclic point in С If С is a component of a unary algebra and x, у e С 
are cycHc points, then r(x) = r(y); therefore we can put r(C) = r(x). For a unary 
algebra ^ = (X,f) denote by j^(^) the sequence (a„; ne N) where a„ is the number 
of components С oî(X,f) with r(C) ^ n and /V = 1, 2, 3 , . . . is the set of all positive 
integers. It is called the cyclic type of {X,f). The following result is evident: 
Proposition 1. Let (X , / ) , {Y,g) he unary algebras such that f and g are bijections 
and each component of them contains a cyclic paint. Then {X,f) and {Y, g) are 
isomorphic if and only if they have the same cyclic type. 
If ( X , / ) is a finite unary algebra, then for every xeX, h(x) = min {л ^ 0; f"{x) is 
cyclic] is the height of x; it is defined for each xeX. 
By a routine calculation we get 
Proposition 2. Let {X,f) be a finite unary algebra, then U cz X is a cyclic point 
of P(X,f) if and only if each xe U is a cyclic point of {X,f). For 0 Ф U cz X, 
h(U) = max {h(x); xeX}. If V ci X is a cyclic point of P(X,f), then r(U) equals 
the least common multiple of Pu{^), x e I/, where Pu{x) = min {n e N; for every 
CENJ'%X)EU}. 
We easily get 
Proposition 3. Let (X,f) be a finite unary algebra, then the cyclic type of (X,f) 
can be evaluated from the cyclic type of P(X,f). 
Proof. Let (a^) be the cyclic type of {X,f) and (b„) the cyclic type of P(X,f). 
By Proposition 2,/((7) = U holds for any U c: X if and only if for each component С 
of {X,f) the set С n U is either empty or contains all cyclic points of С Hence 
b^ = 2̂ """, i.e. the number of components of {X,f) is determined by the number 
of fixed points of P(X, / ) . Since the cyclic type of P(X, f ^ ) , p e N is derived from (b„), 
we can get the number c^ of components of (X,/") for ne N. We have c„ = t^ + 
+ (n — 1) t„, where t„ is the number of components С of(X,f) with n dividing r(C). 
Furthermore t^ = J^^k^ ke N. Therefore (b„) determines {c„), which determines (t„), 
which determines (a„). 
Example 4. There are two non-isomorphic infinite algebras (X,f) and (У, g) such 
that 
a) / and g are bijections, 
b) all points of {X,f) and (7 , g) are cyclic, 
and P ( X , / ) and P(y, ^) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let X be the set of all non-negative integers, У the set of all positive in­
tegers. For a positive integer i put/(2z — 1) = g(2i—l) = 2i,f{2i) = g(2i) = 2i—i and 
/(O) = 0. If (a„) is the сусИс type of {X,f) and (b„) is the cyclic type of (У, g), then 
fli = 1, a2 = Ко = ^2 and of = b̂  = 0 = bj for each i > 2. Clearly {X,f) and 
(y, g) fulfil a) and b). On the other hand P{X,f) and P{Y, g) contain 2^° fixed points, 
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2^0 cycles of length 2 and no cycle of length higher than 2 — thus P(X, f) and P(Y, g) 
are isomorphic. 
Let ( X , / ) be a partial unary algebra. For x e X , the nest of x is the partial unary 
algebra (7, g) where У = {z e Z ; there is n ^ 0 such that/"(z) = x] and g[z) = / (z ) 
whenever / ( z ) e У. Thus g{x) is undefined for non-cyoHc x and the nest of a cychc 
point coincides with its component. Further, for x^, ^2 e Z define x^ ^ X2 if and 
only if the nest of Xj, can be embedded into the nest of X2. 
Lemma 5. Let {X,f) be a (partial) unary algebra and let Z be a subset ofX which 
contains at least one non-cyclic point. Denote by {Y, g) the nest of Z in P(X,f) 
and by (7^, g^) the nest of (z) in P{X,f), for every z e Z. Then (У, g) is isomorphic 
to the component of Il[[Y^, g^); z e Z] containing the element (x^; z e Z), where 
x^ = {z} for each z e Z. 
Proof. Denote by С the described component. If (j;^; z e Z) e n(y^, ^г) then 
( j^; z G Z) G С if and only if for some n ^ 0,/"(y^) = x^ for each z e Z. On the other 
hand, if Ve P(X,f) then Ve (У, g) if and only if there exist m ^ 0 and a decomposi­
tion {V^; z e Z} of the set F such tha t / "" (F j = x^ for each z e Z. Because У is non-
cyclic in P(X,f), m is uniquely determined by the height of F, m = h(V) — h(Y), 
and therefore the decomposHion {V^; z e Z] is unique, too. Hence by mapping 
(y^; z e C) onto [j y^ we get the required isomorphism. 
zeZ 
If {X,f) is a (partial) unary algebra, xeX, then s(x) = max [n; for some y eX, 
f"{y) "^ ^ } ' ^^^^ K^) = Û0 for X cyclic. 
Lemma 6. / / {X,f) is a (partial) unary algebra, V a Z a X are not cyclic and 
s(V) ^ s(Z) in P(X,f), then the nest of V in P(X,f)can be embedded into the nest 
of Z in P(XJ). 
Proof. For и in the nest of V in P(XJ) with /"([/) = F we map U onto 
f'^Z \V) и и — we directly verify that this is the required embedding. 
Proposition 7. Let (X,f) be a finite unary algebra, xeX and (У, g) the nest of 
a unary algebra. If (Y, g) is isomorphic to the nest of {x} in P(X,f), then we can 
determine the nest of x in (X,f) by (У, g). 
Proof. Let jj^, ..., j / , , be all different points у eX such that/(3;) = x. The idea of 
the proof lies in finding n different points v^, ..., v^e У such that g(vi) = и for 1 ^ 
^ i ^ n and the nest of Vi (in (У, g)) is isomorphic to the nest of { y j (in P(X,f)). 
Then we get our statement for x non-cyclic by induction over s(x) because for ^(x) = 
= 0 it is clearly true. If x is cyclic, we denote by Ух and v^ those cylic points for which 
f(y^) — X, g(v^ — u. The nest of a cyclic point coincides with its component, 
therefore the nest of v^ is isomorphic to the nest of ( j i ) . The points У2, •--, Уп are 
non-cyclic and hence we can determine their nests. By doing so with all cycHc points 
we determine the whole component. 
To find the points v^, ...,v„ we again use induction. Let us suppose that points 
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y I,..., Ук and Vi, ...,Vk (о ^ к ^ п) have already been determined in such a way 
that s(wi) ^ s(w2) for any Wj, W2 e 7 with g{wi) = и = о'С г̂)» ^i ^ /̂c? ^2 ^ ^̂ ^ 
where for every non-void subset A я [1,..,, k], V^ contains a different element 
v^eY such that 
a) A^A) = w. 
b) the nest of y^ in (У, g) is isomorphic to the nest of (D^; г e A) in (F, Ö )̂"̂ . 
The existence of the set V^ follows from Lemma 5. We can assume Vi e V^ for 1 ^ 
^ i ^ k, of course. Denote by Wj, the set of w e У with f(w) = u, w ф Vj,. If x is 
cyclio, we choose y^ and v^ as above. Hence we can assume that W^ contains only 
non-cyclic points. If W^ = 0, then к = п. Let к < n and let p^ = max { (̂vv); w e W^}, 
Pf^ = {w e Wk\ s{w) = pi}^. We choose v^+i as a minimal element of P ,̂ with respeci 
to ^ . By Lemma 6 there is y^+i eX ш1Ъ f{yk + ij = x, such that the nest of v^ + i 
is isomorphic to the nest of {ĵ t + i}- The proof is complete. 
If {X,f) is a finite unary algebra and С a component of {X,f), let jp(C) be the 
number of non-cyclic points of the component С 
Lemma 8. Let {X,f) be a connected finite unary algebra, xeX a cyclic point 
and A the component of P(X,f) containing {x}. If В is a component of P(X,f), 
В distinct from the component of the void subset, then p(Ä) ^ p(B) and r(Ä) ^ г(Б). 
If p(A) = p(B) and r{A) = r(B), then A and В are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let Z e J5 be cyclic with XE Z, Denote by С the set of all cyclic points of B. 
For и e A with f"(U) = {x] we map U onto U u (/""(Z) n C) — this mapping is 
injective on non-cyclic points and defines an embedding if r(A) = r(B). The ine­
quality r(Ä) ^ r(B) comes from Proposition 2. 
Combining this lemma with Proposition 7 we get 
Corollary 9. If(X,f), {Y, g) are connected finite unary algebras, then {X,f) and 
(Y, g) are isomorphic if and only if P{X,f) and P{Y, g) are isomorphic. 
Lemma 10. / / (X i , / i ) and {X2J2) are partial unary algebras, X^ n X2 = 0 
and {X,f) is their joint (i.e. X = X^ и А ' з , / = / i u / 2 ) , then P{X,f) is isomorphic 
toP{X,J,) X P(X2,/2). 
Proof. Easy. 
Lemma 11. Let {Xi,f^ and (^25/2) ^^ connected finite unary algebras and Y 
a component of (X i , / i ) x (X2,/2). For j = 1,2 let Pj = p{Xj), rj = r(Xj), r = 
= rjSj, where r is the least common multiple of r^, Г2- Then p(Y) ^ pĵ Sj + P2S2-
Proof. Easy. 
Let {X,f) be a unary algebra, С one of its components with xe С cyclic and A 
a component of P(X,f). We shall say that С participates in A if there is x e Z for 
some Z e A. 
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Lemma 12. Let {X,f) be a finite unary algebra, С its component with xeC 
cyclic and A the component of P{X,f^ containing [x]. Let С participate in a com-
ponent В of P{XJ). Then p{Ä) й р{В) and if p{A) = p{B), then r{A) ^ r{B), 
If p{A) == p(B) and r{A) = г(В), then A and В are isomorphic. 
Proof. Use Lemmas 8, 10 and IL 
Theorem 13. Let {X,f) be a finite unary algebra, then it can be determined 
by P{X,f), 
Proof. Let (Y, g) be a subalgebra of P(X,f) consisting of all components Л with 
p(Ä) = 0. By Proposition 3 we can determine all components С of {X,f) with 
p(C) = 0. Let ^ be a class of all components A ф Y of P{X,f) with p[A) minimal. 
Choose В e ^ with maximal r{B). By Lemma 12 there is a cyclic xeX such that В 
is isomorphic to the nest of [x] in P{X,f) and thus, by Proposition 7, we can deter­
mine a certain component of ( X , / ) . Now we can enlarge the subalgebra ( 7 , / ) and 
repeat the process until {Y,f) coincides with P{X,f). Note that Proposition 3 is not 
needed if p(C) > 0 for all components С oï{X,f). 
We new proceed to generahze our result for partial unary algebras. 
First, let ( X , / ) be a unary algebra and let xeX, The prolonged nest of x is derived 
from the nest (7, g) of x by adding the element/(x); more exactly, it is the partial 
subalgebra ( 7 u {f{x)}, h) of {X,f) where h{z) = g{z) for any z e 7 \ { x } , h{x) = 
= f{x), and h{f{x)) is defined if and only if f{x) e 7. Thus h{f{x)) is undefined for 
non-cyclic X and the prolonged nest of a cyclic point coincides with its nest. 
Now, let {XJ) be a partial unary algebra. Fot any Л c: X we define o[A) с A 
to be the set of all points xe A where / vanishes, i.e. where/(x) is not defined. Note 
that o{A) = 0 whenever A is cychc in P (X, / ) . Let A be non-cyclic. The envelope 
of Л is a partial subalgebra (7, g) of P{X,f) where/(Л) G 7 and for f{A) Ф С ^X 
the inclusion С e 7holds if and only if o{p ' \C)) •=> o{A) and / " ~\C)\ o{f" " \C}) = 
A\o{A) for some n > 0. (Then obviously /"(C) = f{A).) Further, g{C) = f{C) 
for f[A) Ф CeY and g{f{ALJ) is undefined. (Loosely speaking, the envelope of A 
is the greatest subalgebra of the nest off{Ä), whose members of the height 1 contain 
in addition to A only vanishing elements. In other words, it is the union of prolonged 
nests of A\JW, with 0 с Pf с o(X)) 
If (X , / ) is finite and contains no cyclic points, then for any Л ci X there evidently 
exists n ^ 0 such that /"(Л) = 0, i.e. P(X,f) is connected and the empty set is its 
only cyclic point. First we shall discuss such partial unary algebras. 
Lemma 14. Let ( X , / ) be a finite partial unary algebra with no cyclic point 
and let A be a subset of X with o{A) = 0, f{A) = (xj for some xeX. Denote by 
(7, g) the prolonged nest of A. Then the envelope of A is isomorphic to a component 
of (Y, g) X P(X,f) containing the element ({x}, 0). 
Proof. Denote by Z the above described component of {Y, g) x P{X,f). For 
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Б, с cz X we have (ß, C)eZ\{(xJ, 0)} if and only if/"(Б) = Л and/«+^(C) - 0 
for some n ^ 0. On the other hand, if D т̂  (x) belongs to the envelope of Ä, there 
must exist a decomposition D = В ^ С and n ^ 0 with/"(J5) = Ä and/"(C) <= o(X). 
Because x is not cyclic and Ä n o(X) = o(A) = 0, the number n and the decomposi-
tion are determined uniquely. Hence by mapping (B, C)eZ onto ß u С we get the 
required isomorphism. 
The lemma enables us to determine the envelope of A from the knowledge of 
P{X,f) and the nest of A. This is used in the proof of the following proposition. 
Proposition 15. Let (Х,/) be a finite partial unary algebra with no cyclic point, 
xE X and let (У, g) be the nest of an element и e Y of a partial algebra. If (F, g) 
is isomorphic to the nest of {xj in P (X, / ) , then we can determine the nest of x 
in{XJ)by{Y,g)andP{XJ), 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction over s(x). For s(x) = 0 the statement clearly 
holds. Let s = .s(x) = 5(1/) > 0. Let y^^..., j;„ be all distinct points y eX such that 
f{y) = X. The idea of the proof consists in finding n distinct points v^^, ..., v„e Y 
such that g(vi) = и for i ^ i ^ n and the nest of v^ (in (F, g)) is isomorphic to the 
n e s t o f { j ; , } ( i n P ( X / ) ) . 
Denote by P the set of all w eY with s{w) = s — 1 and choose v e P minimal with 
respect to ^ . By Lemma 6 there is y eX with f(y) = x such that the nest of v is 
isomorphic to the nest of {}/}. Put v^ == v, y^ = y. Using Lemma 14 we can determine 
a subalgebra of (F, g) isomorphic to the envelope of { j i ) . Choosing и e F (if there 
is any) outside this subalgebra with maximal s(v) and minimal with respect to ^ 
we can determine V2. Combining Lemma 6 and Lemma 14 we can use the same tech­
nique as that introduced in the proof of Proposition 7, and thus determine the nest 
of every element y eX with / (y ) = x. 
Corollary 16. / / {X,f) is a finite partial unary algebra with no cyclic point, 
then it can be determined by P{X,f). 
Proof. {X,f) has no cyclic point if and only if P{X,f) has exactly one cyclic point, 
namely, the empty set. For Л cz X we have/(/ l) = 0 if and only if Л с o{X). Using 
Lemma 6 we can recognize the nests of (x) for all x e o{X). The rest of the proof 
comes from the preceding proposition. 
We could join the techniques used in the proofs of Theorem 13 and Proposition 15 
to get a self-contained, constructive proof of Theorem 18. However, since no new 
ideas would appear, we choose a shorter way, using the following lemma. 
Lemma 17. Let {X^,f^, (X2,/2), (F, g) be finite unary algebras and let g{y) = у 
for some ye F. Then, if {X^,f^) x {Y,g) and (^25/2) ^ {^^ o) ^^^ isomorphic, 
. (Xi , / i ) and {X2,f2) ^f'^ isomorphic as well. 
P r o o f can be easily deduced from more general theorems of [ l ] or [4] or [10]. 
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Theoremis. Let(X,f) be a finite partial unary algebra. Then it can be determined 
by P{X,f). 
Proof. The partial algebra {X,f) can be evidently decomposed in a unique way 
into two partial algebras (7, g), (Х^,/^), X=X^^Y, f~g^f^, such that (7, g) 
has no cyclic point and (X^.f^) is a unary algebra. For any A ^ X, В a 7the sets A 
and A и В belong to the same component of P(X,f). Hence P(^Y, g) can be deter­
mined from P(X,f) as isomorphic to (any) component with the smallest number of 
points. By Lemma 10, P(X,f) is isomorphic to P(Y, g) x P(X^,f^) and therefore 
we can determine P(Xi,fi) from P(X,f) by Lemma 17. By applying Proposition 16 
to P(Y, g) and Theorem 13 to P{X^,f^) we conclude the proof. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. Vaclav Koubek for his substantial 
help during the preparation of this paper. 
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